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Design Characterization for Black-and-White Textures in Visualization

Tingying He, Yuanyang Zhong, Petra Isenberg, Tobias Isenberg

Abstract—We investigate the use of 2D black-and-white textures for the visualization of categorical data and contribute a summary of texture attributes, and the results of three experiments that elicited design strategies as well as aesthetic and effectiveness measures. Black-and-white textures are useful, for instance, as a visual channel for categorical data on low-color displays, in 2D/3D print, to achieve the aesthetic of historic visualizations, or to retain the color hue channel for other visual mappings. We specifically study how to use what we call geometric and iconic textures. Geometric textures use patterns of repeated abstract geometric shapes, while iconic textures use repeated icons that may stand for data categories. We parameterized both types of textures and developed a tool for designers to create textures on simple charts by adjusting texture parameters. 30 visualization experts used our tool and designed 66 textured bar charts, pie charts, and maps. We then had 150 participants rate these designs for aesthetics. Finally, with the top-rated geometric and iconic textures, our perceptual assessment experiment with 150 participants revealed that textured charts perform about equally well as non-textured charts, and that there are some differences depending on the type of chart.

Index Terms—Aesthetics, textures, icons, black and white, visualization, visual representations, categorical data, design, perception.

1 INTRODUCTION

Texture is a powerful visual channel with broad application potential for nominal data. Texture is selective, associative, and it has a theoretically infinite number of instantiations [6, 7]. In our work we focus on a specific type, black-and-white textures, which have several potential benefits. Black-and-white visuals can improve visualization expressivity when a device’s color display capabilities are limited, for example for e-ink displays. Textures can also be used instead of color to avoid unwanted data-to-color associations or to avoid problems related to color-blindness. Encoding categorical data in black-and-white also allows us to extend visualization techniques to target groups with more severe forms of visual impairments: black-and-white visualizations can be turned into embossed representations that can be touched and felt. In addition, visualizations with few colors can be used in physical display environments such as knitting, embroidery, or for 3D printing.

Black-and-white textures continue to have many benefits in visualization today, and they were already in widespread use before color printing became affordable and common practice. A century ago, texture was a prevalent visual channel for data mapping in news graphics [14, 15], often featuring beautifully hand-crafted representations. Recreating this aesthetic is another benefit of using black-and-white textures today. In Fig. 2 we show some examples from Bertin’s Semiology of Graphics [6, 7] and in Fig. 3 some examples from Brinton’s book [14] that all served as an inspiration for us. Yet, surprisingly little design advice has persisted from this time and the possibility of automatically generating and parameterizing textures opens up new opportunities in computer-generated visualization.

When we use the term texture in this paper, we follow a definition from computer graphics [25, 27] and consider a texture to be a repeated tiling pattern characterized by shapes that make up the pattern and the shape’s attributes (e.g., density, size, etc.). The shapes in a texture can be simple primitives such as lines or dots to form what we refer to as a geometric textures. However, they may also be more figurative icons that represent objects the data may stand for, similar to the icons used in ISOTYPE visualizations [44]. We call these textures iconic textures and investigate their use due to potential benefits shown for ISOTYPE representations in prior work [26].

Despite the historical context and the potential benefits of textures as a qualitative visual channel, there has been little empirical research within the visualization community on how to use textures for visualization. Textures have rich attributes, such as shape type, density, size, or orientation, that can be varied to create new texture variations for additional categories. However, if used improperly, textures can bring negative effects such as vibratory effect (an optical illusion making patterns seem unstable, linked to the Moiré effect) [6, 7, 49] and visual clutter that may ultimately be distracting, lead to ineffective graphics, or simply lead to visualizations with an unappealing aesthetic.

Ultimately, therefore, our fundamental research question is how to aesthetically and effectively use black-and-white textures for categorical data visualization. To answer this question, we derived a first design characterization that summarizes the attributes of the black-and-white textures that can be used for encoding data. Next, we conducted three experiments to explore the use of these attributes in visualization. As we conduct the first study in this area, we limited our research to three simple charts (bar charts, pie charts and maps) and two types of textures (geometric and iconic textures). First, we invited 30 visualization experts to design geometric and iconic texture bar charts, pie charts and maps by adjusting parameters of each texture attribute. We collected 66 designs and experts’ design strategies and opinions on using textures for visualizations. Then, we conducted a crowd-sourced experiment, in which we had 150 participants rate the designs we collected for their aesthetics. Finally, we conducted another crowd-sourced experiment.
Our notion of texture encompasses (1) the properties of the primitives that form texture and (2) the placement rules and relationship between these primitives [25].

The idea behind the structural approach originated from Julesz’s research on texture discrimination [32], which refers to the ability of the human visual system to distinguish between different textures based on their specific structures. Initially, Julesz [32, 33] conjectured that textures that can be differentiated by humans must have differences in mean luminance (i.e., first-order statistics) or texture orientation (i.e., second-order statistics), but this was later shown to be inadequate for explaining human texture discrimination [37]. Julesz then introduced the texton theory [34–36] suggesting that textons are the fundamental micro-structures of pre-attentive human texture perception. This idea led to the development of the structural approach, which emphasizes extracting texture primitives for effective texture description.

### 2.2 Dimensions of textures

To be able to use texture for encoding data effectively, it is vital to understand how the human visual system perceives textures. While there is no standardized model to describe texture like there is for color (e.g., CIE XYZ, CIE L*a*b*), previous studies have attempted to identify essential perceptual dimensions for textures (also known as texture features). Tamura et al. [48] proposed six basic texture features, namely, coarseness, contrast, directionality, line-likeness, regularity, and roughness. Amadasun and King [3] approximated 5 perceptual texture attributes in computational form, namely coarseness, contrast, busyness, complexity, and strength of texture. Ware and Knight [51] proposed the orientation, size, contrast (OSC) model of texture for data display. Rao and Lohse [45] identified a Texture Naming System with three most significant dimensions in natural texture perception: “repetitive vs. non-repetitive; high-contrast and non-directional vs. low-contrast and directional; granular, coarse and low-complexity vs. non-granular, fine and high-complexity.” Liu and Picard [40] identified three mutually orthogonal dimensions of texture that are important to human texture perception, namely periodicity, directionality and randomness. Cho et al. [19] extended the perceptual research and reported four texture dimensions, namely coarseness, contrast, lightness and regularity. Healey and Enns [29] built three-dimensional perceptual texture elements, or called pexels, for visualizing multidimensional datasets. Pexels can be varied in three separated texture dimensions, which are height, density, and regularity, and color of each pexel. Most of this work that examines texture dimensions [3, 19, 40, 45, 48], however, has concentrated on natural textures, utilizing textures taken from Brodatz’ album [16], and none have specifically addressed the geometric or iconic textures that we investigate in this paper.

### 2.3 Using texture for visualization

In his seminal book, Bertin [6, 7] comprehensively discussed how to use 2D geometric textures for visualizations. Bertin referred to visual channels as retinal variables and proposed 7 key ones, including planar position, size, value (black/white ratio), texture, color, orientation, and shape. These visual channels are mainly used to manipulate 2D marks such as points, lines, and polygons in printed data graphics. We note here that Bertin’s terminology differs from what we commonly use today. For instance, he used the term texture to refer to the number of distinct marks in a given area, which is similar to what we call density (e.g., □ vs. □). Meanwhile, Bertin used pattern to denote variations in shapes applied to a mark, which is similar to our use of primitives of textures (e.g., □ vs. □). Our notion of texture encompasses several visual variables mentioned by Bertin (texture, density, size, orientation, shape), so his ideas on the use of these variables are important for us. For instance, Bertin identified four perceptual qualities—associative, selective, ordered, and quantitative—to determine which visual channels are suitable for representing different types of data. Both associative and selective qualities are important for nominal data. Associative perception helps designers to balance variations and groupings across all categories of a given variable, while selective perception indicates that a variable has enough diversity for people to distinguish all the elements of this category from others. Bertin found that texture (density) as a visual variable is both selective and associative, making it ideal for encoding categorical data.

More visual channels were proposed and evaluated after Bertin. Cleveland and McGill [20] evaluated various channels for accuracy, but excluded texture. Mackinlay [41] extended this research to 13 visual channels, ranking them based on their effectiveness in encoding quantitative, ordinal, and nominal data. For nominal data, texture ranked third, outperformed only by position and hue.
2.4 Research on pictographs

Pictographs, or pictorial visual representations, use an icon-based language to represent data visually [52]. They have a long history and have been shown to have many positive effects. The ISOTYPE system, an icon-based visual language developed by Otto Neurath, Marie Neurath, and Gerd Arntz in the mid-1920s, is a well-known example of pictographic visualization. ISOTYPE visualizations feature rows or arrays of icons, using repetition rather than size of icons to represent quantitative data [44]. Chen and Floridi [18] organized over 30 visual channels into a simple taxonomy consisting of four categories, namely geometric, optical, topological and semantic channels. Icons and ISOTYPE are classified as semantic channels in this taxonomy.

Studies by Haroz et al. [26] on bar charts with ISOTYPE found that pictographs are beneficial for working memory and engagement, and do not significantly impact chart reading performance. Burns et al. [17] conducted a comparison between part-to-whole visualization using pictographs and found that pictographs made it easier for people to envision what was happening in the charts.

Since icons have lots of shape attributes, researchers also investigated how to support the design of pictographs. Borgo et al. [10] did a comprehensive survey of glyph-based visualization and proposed a set of design guidelines. Morais et al. [43] created a design space for anthropographics, a type of visualization that incorporates human-related information. One common approach in anthropographic design is to use pictographs in the shape of humans. Shi et al. [47] explored the design patterns of pictorial visualizations that can be used to guide their generation. All these studies and the established pictograph qualities inspired us to investigate the use of icons as texture primitives.

Pictograph, however, can also be seen as a type of visual embellishment (or ‘chart junk’), which are extraneous elements in a chart or visualization that do not represent data [5]. Tufte’s [49] design principles suggest to maximize the data-ink ratio and to avoid chart junk. To investigate this issue, Bateman et al. [5] conducted a study comparing plain and embellished charts. They discovered that adding embellishments did not have any impact on interpretation accuracy, but it did improve long-term recall, made the topic and details of the chart more memorable (an effect later confirmed by Borkin et al. [11, 12]), and embellished charts were preferred by participants. These results also led us to investigate icon-based textures more closely.

3 Design Characterization

We started our analysis by discussing the characteristics that we need to consider when designing black-and-white textures for visualizations. Extending our previous poster [53] on this topic, we adopt a structural approach that defines texture as recurring tiled primitives with specific properties (Sec. 2.1). In Table 1 we summarize the characteristics that we consider important for visualization researchers and designers, and show examples for possible textures for points, lines, and grids.

These are the most commonly employed primitive shapes in historical black-and-white texture-based visualization based on our review of illustrations from the books of Bertin [6, 7], Tufte [49], Brinton [14, 15] and other historical visualization examples like works of Minard, with additional inspiration, especially for the randomness category, coming from the field of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR: [4, 42, 46]).

### 3.1 Shape type of the primitives

Bertin [6, 7] considered his pattern variable to be applicable to points, lines, and areas. In most 2D vector graphics tools today, styles (including texture) can be applied to the fill and to the stroke of a 2D primitive. Yet for a reasonably flexible application of texture to strokes (beyond dashing patterns) we would need to make the stroke rather thick, effectively turning it into a 2D area—which also applies to textured points in Bertin’s examples. Below we thus focus on the texturing of 2D areas, as they apply to many data representations such as bar or area graphs.

In a 2D area, textures can have a fundamental structure that is either point-based (0D) or line-based (1D). In pure geometry, a point is a dimensionless mark that indicates a specific position in space, with no width or height, and moving point primitives in any direction changes the texture’s visual appearance. A line is a one-dimensional, straight connection between two points that further extends infinitely in both directions. Moving line primitives along their primary direction does not affect the texture’s appearance. These basic structures can be grouped to form more complex structures. For example, a grid can be seen as a group of two line-based structures. If such grouping occurs, the relationship between the group can also become a property. In a grid, for instance, the angle between two lines can be a property.

For textures we relax the geometric definitions such that they can adopt any shape based on these structures, meaning that a “point” includes graphical elements such as circles or dots and a “line” does not have to be continuous, straight line but can take on various forms of linear structures. Partially because of this flexibility, point-based or line-based structures should be seen as a spectrum. Some textures, for example, can be seen as either point-based or line-based. But even without this notion we can have ambiguities: if we consider the negative space within a grid such as as primitives then it could be seen as being composed of (white) point primitives.

The variety of shape types then also allows designers to establish semantic associations with textures by using iconic representations (short: icons) as points on a point-based structure, resulting in iconic textures. We hypothesize that integrating icons into the texture that represents a data category may have a similar effect to using semantically-resonant colors [39] in improving chart reading task performance, and we examine this hypothesis in our experiments in Sec. 4.6.

### 3.2 Properties of the primitives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape type</th>
<th>point-based</th>
<th>line-based</th>
<th>grid-based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape type</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape size</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randomness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Texture properties with examples.

**3.1 Shape type of the primitives**

Bertin [6, 7] considered his pattern variable to be applicable to points, lines, and areas. In most 2D vector graphics tools today, styles (including texture) can be applied to the fill and to the stroke of a 2D primitive. Yet for a reasonably flexible application of texture to strokes (beyond dashing patterns) we would need to make the stroke rather thick, effectively turning it into a 2D area—which also applies to textured points in Bertin’s examples. Below we thus focus on the texturing of 2D areas, as they apply to many data representations such as bar or area graphs.

In a 2D area, textures can have a fundamental structure that is either point-based (0D) or line-based (1D). In pure geometry, a point is a dimensionless mark that indicates a specific position in space, with no width or height, and moving point primitives in any direction changes the texture’s visual appearance. A line is a one-dimensional, straight connection between two points that further extends infinitely in both directions. Moving line primitives along their primary direction does not affect the texture’s appearance. These basic structures can be grouped to form more complex structures. For example, a grid can be seen as a group of two line-based structures. If such grouping occurs, the relationship between the group can also become a property. In a grid, for instance, the angle between two lines can be a property.

For textures we relax the geometric definitions such that they can adopt any shape based on these structures, meaning that a “point” includes graphical elements such as circles or dots and a “line” does not have to be continuous, straight line but can take on various forms of linear structures. Partially because of this flexibility, point-based or line-based structures should be seen as a spectrum. Some textures, for example, can be seen as either point-based or line-based. But even without this notion we can have ambiguities: if we consider the negative space within a grid such as as primitives then it could be seen as being composed of (white) point primitives.

The variety of shape types then also allows designers to establish semantic associations with textures by using iconic representations (short: icons) as points on a point-based structure, resulting in iconic textures. We hypothesize that integrating icons into the texture that represents a data category may have a similar effect to using semantically-resonant colors [39] in improving chart reading task performance, and we examine this hypothesis in our experiments in Sec. 4.6.

**3.2 Properties of the primitives**

Based on a review of historical texture visualizations and of texture properties proposed in prior work (Sec. 2.2), we identified key properties for our target textures (Table 1). The parameter space differs across dimensions. For example, the “randomness” dimension encompasses a large parameter space, while “background color” is binary.

**Density**: The number of primitives per unit area.

**Primitive Size**: The dimensions of the primitives, such as the stroke width for lines or the radius for points. Changing size while maintaining density alters the black/white ratio (value), while modifying size and density in sync preserves the black/white ratio.

**Orientation**: The angular positioning or alignment of primitives within a given space, in relation to a given reference frame or axis. For point-based textures, both the whole texture as well as
the individual primitives can be rotated, whereas for line-based textures only the textures as a whole can be turned. 

**Background “color”:** Either black or white.

**Randomness:** The irregularity in the distribution of primitives.

Furthermore, some properties relate not only to the texture itself but also to the chart and the overall visual design of the black-and-white texture visualization. These properties include:

- **Position of texture:** The placement or arrangement of patterns within chart components like bars, pie slices, or (map) areas.
- **Outline stroke width of the chart components:** The thickness or width of lines or borders defining the chart components.
- **White halo width of the chart:** The white halo technique is widely employed in historical visualization to improve readability. It adds a white outline or glow around elements, enhancing contrast between chart elements and backgrounds. In our case, the white halo is between the textures and the outline of the chart element.

## 4 Experiment 1: Design

To better understand how to effectively combine these properties in designing textures for visualization, we conducted a series of experiments. In our first experiment we focused on the perspective of visualization professionals. We reached out to visualization experts with a design background and asked them to create designs using textures, to identify the characteristics of effective textured visualizations in their eyes and to study their approaches to parameter arrangement. To keep the workload manageable, we narrowed our scope to three basic chart types (bar charts, pie charts, maps) and two texture categories (geometric, iconic).

### 4.1 Texture design interface as a technology probe

To collect input from professionals, we developed a web-based technology probe [31] (we show screenshots in Appx. C). This tool allowed the experts to create chart designs using black-and-white textures by adjusting parameters. The probe comprised three main views: the visualization itself, the controllers, and the toolbar.

#### 4.1.1 Visualization view

In the central view we show the chart—a bar chart, a pie chart, or a map “colored” with black-and-white geometric or iconic textures—and its legend. The chart represents unspecified quantities for seven vegetable items (carrots, celery, corn, eggplant, mushrooms, olives, tomatoes).

When opening the interface, we showed the chart with default textures and dataset. For geometric textures, we provided five default texture sets, all sourced from Bertin’s book [6, 7] (see Fig. 10 in Appx. A). Bertin used these textures to encode nominal and ordered data. We also provided two matching simplified texture sets, created by removing Icon8.com [2] (ensuring we would have icons for all data items). We selected two professionally designed, neutral, stylized icon sets from Icon8.com [2], see below and Fig. 11 in Appx. B) as a default with participants randomly to a chart type and instructed them to design two charts, one with geometric and one with iconic). The experiment was pre-registered (osf.io/r42z2p) and IRB-approved (Inria COERLE, avis N° 2023-01).

We recruited participants by reaching out to visualization experts with design expertise within our network via e-mail. We also requested that these experts share the e-mail with their colleagues, friends, or students. Furthermore, we sent our experiment link to the design-related Slack channels of the Data Visualization Society [1].

We started the study by asking participants for their informed consent and background information. Following a tutorial to familiarize them with the interface, we assigned participants randomly to a chart type and instructed them to design two charts, one with geometric and one with iconic textures, in random order. We asked them to adjust the parameters to create effective visualizations. Subsequently, we asked them about their goals and design strategies, their opinions on the two texture types, and their thoughts on the transferability of their designed textures to the other two chart types by showing them their designs automatically applied to the respective other charts. After completing the experiment once, we gave the participants the chance to continue. For any repetition they could select their preferred chart type to use, while we still randomly assigned the texture type order.

### 4.2 Method and procedure

We used a mixed design with the between-subjects variable chart type (bar, pie, map) and the within-subject variable texture type (geometric, iconic). The experiment was pre-registered (osf.io/r42z2p) and IRB-approved (Inria COERLE, avis N° 2023-01).

We collected 66 designs from 30 experts (12 female, 18 male; ages: mean = 40.1, SD = 14.4; prior experience in visualization design: mean = 13.4 years, SD = 11.0 years). The designs consisted of 14 bar charts, 30 pie charts, and 22 maps. Six of the pie charts were internally detailed and simplifying outlines from the original versions. In total, we offered four sets of icons (all shown in Fig. 11 in Appx. B).

**Properties.** The visualization experts could adjust all texture properties as described in Sec. 3, including primitive type, density, size, orientation, the texture position in the chart, and the chart outline width. In addition to these common properties, dot textures could be modified to display circles, while grid textures allowed angle adjustments between two lines. For icons, the entire texture could be rotated and the individual icons themselves as well. For pie charts and maps with connected regions, we also added an optional white halo between the texture and the black outline and allowed the experts to adjust its width.

We pilot-tested our technology probe within our research group and, based on this pilot, chose reasonable value ranges for density, size, outline, and the white halo width. For other parameters such as orientation we allowed the full spread of possibilities (i.e., a full 360° rotation). We also offered controls to quickly set certain properties to special values, such as rotating the texture in steps of 45°. We selected these special values because they are common in historical visualization examples. We also added a “for all” checkbox to the property controllers that, when checked, applies changes across all textures of the same type (for geometric textures, e.g., all grid textures; for iconic textures for the textures of the all seven vegetables).
from participants who had completed this experiment at least once before. Half of the designs used geometric textures, while the other half used iconic textures. We show all created designs in Appx. G and qualitatively coded the free-text answers using open coding. We discuss our observations and findings next.

4.3.1 Design strategies

We broadly categorized the primary objectives of the experts into two classes: those related to data readability (e.g., distinguishing between categories, ensuring clarity of the chart, creating semantic associations) and those focused on aesthetics (visual pleasure, balance).

**Distinguishability.** 27 participants mentioned wanting to make the categories distinguishable (5× bar, 12× pie, 10× map). To achieve this goal, the use of varied visual channels was the most commonly used method (mentioned 12×). For differentiating geometric textures, most participants used background color, density, and size as the key visual channels. For iconic textures, background color, orientation, icon style, and density were generally considered helpful. In addition, participants mentioned that, for designing pie charts, outlines (1×) and white halos (3×) contributed to creating a more distinct separation. We indeed observed many designs with thick outlines (11×) and white halos (10×) in pie chart designs, which is not common in other chart types. For iconic textures, specifically, 5 participants found it important to show complete icons in the chart. One response also mentioned that upright icons were generally easier to recognize.

**Clarity.** 14 visualization experts tried to make the chart clear and readable (4× bar, 4× pie, 6× map). To be specific, 5 responses mentioned they participants focused on avoiding clutter and overwhelming elements. Fading icons into the background is considered as a way to avoid icons being overwhelming and distracting (2×). The white halo was also considered useful in preventing a perception of clutter (1×).

**Semantic association.** Five participants tried to create a semantic association between the textures and the vegetable items (2× bar, 2× pie, 1× map). With iconic textures, people applied the vegetables’ relative size to the icons of their representative textures (4×), such as making the tomato icon larger than the olive icon due to their physical size difference. In addition, 2 designs the visualization experts selected the textures for vegetables (dark vs. bright) based on their respective colors. Remarkably, 4× the experts sought to establish conceptual matches between the vegetable items and the geometric textures. One did this by considering the vegetables’ color, while two others tried too to elicit visual associations by incorporating various visual channels. Furthermore, one employed dots to signify vegetables typically planted in rows such as carrots, celery, and corn.

**Visual pleasure.** In 13 responses the participants tried to make the chart visually pleasing (4× bar, 5× pie, 4× map). One common strategy was to maintain a consistent visual style throughout all categories by applying a uniform orientation, line width, density, or icon style (9×). Other strategies included selecting an aesthetically pleasing default texture set (2×) and striving to create a visual experience that was harmonious (1×), clean and elegant (1×), or sketch-like (1×).

**Visual balance.** In 12 responses the visualization experts mentioned to attempt a visually balanced chart (2× bar, 7× pie, 3× map). To achieve this objective, a strategy was to use a consistent ink density across all categories such that the textures maintain a roughly equal visual weight, preventing one pattern from dominating or becoming too weak (8×). Notably, in 3 responses the participants emphasized that, since our designs were aimed at general datasets, textures should be effective for small areas without being overpowering in larger ones, indicating that the texture should remain recognizable even when a category represents a small data point.

**Other design strategies.** Apart from these primary design goals, our participants employed several other noteworthy strategies.

*Abstracting iconic textures:* One person aimed to create an abstract representation of iconic textures by making the icons overlap (B14 in Table 3 or Fig. 30 in Appx. G). This approach produced an interesting texture-like style, in which the vegetables are still distinguishable.

*Avoiding conflicts with chart outlines:* Another participant avoided using vertical line textures when designing bar charts with geometric textures, as these would conflict and compete with the vertical bars.

*Using dense icons for iconic maps:* When designing iconic maps, people often used small and dense icons. Two participants mentioned to make an explicit effort to incorporate this design approach. We observed 8 out of 11 iconic maps with dense icons.

**Connecting areas:** Two participants remodeled borders to allow the same patterns to connect to each other across areas on a map. Unfortunately, this visual grouping of regions in the maps (Fig. 81 in Appx. G; to some degree also MG4 in Table 6 or Fig. 67 in Appx. G) may be misleading, resembling a texture version of the rainbow color map [13].

**Avoiding negative texture effects:** Participants also employed various strategies to address the potential negative effects caused by textures. For example, one participant attempted to avoid the vibratory effect, while another was cautious not to incorporate too many patterns that could generate an aliasing effect. In addition, one participant adjusted the density of dot textures to minimize spatial density associations with adjacent textures, thereby reducing the adverse effect of densities altering the perception of grouping.

4.3.2 Using geometric and iconic textures

After designing textures for both geometric and iconic shapes, we asked participants to share their thoughts on using these texture types in data representation. The most notable difference that was mentioned by participants was the semantic association provided by iconic textures (10×), which made iconic textures self-explanatory. In addition, participants generally found geometric textures easier to handle (3×), had more variation (2×), and better for distinguishing bar chart columns (1×). Despite the novelty of iconic textures (2×), they were perceived as more cluttered and harder to read (7×).

4.3.3 Application of textures to other charts

We also applied the textures designed by participants to the two other chart types and asked the participants whether they thought that the textures still worked and to provide their reasoning. Table 8 in Appx. C summarizes the percentage of designs that participants considered to still work in each condition. We can see that textures designed for bar and pie charts were rarely considered to work well on maps. Textures designed for maps, in contrast, were considered to be quite suitable for both bar and pie charts. The primary reason for this discrepancy is that the space available for filling textures in maps can be relatively small compared to bar and pie charts. Applying textures designed for bar and pie charts to maps can thus lead to visual clutter or generally bad readability. This observation highlights the significant impact that the available space in a chart has on the effective use of textures. Experts should therefore tailor their textures specifically to the target chart.

5 Experimental 2: Rating

After we collected a diverse set of texture designs, we wanted to know how the general public would experience them in terms of their visual appeal. We asked participants about the collected designs’ aesthetics, vibratory effect, and overall preference. We included questions about the vibratory effect because it is a well-known negative effect that textures can produce. According to some experts [6, 7, 49], its negative impact makes the use of textures for visualization undesirable (see Sec. 2.3). This experiment was also pre-registered ([osf.io/nyru7](osf.io/nyru7)) and IRB-approved (Inria COERLE, avis N° 2023-01).

5.1 Participants

We recruited 150 valid participants (fluent English speakers, of legal age—18 years in most countries) through the Prolific platform. Participants received a compensation equivalent to € 10.20 per hour.

5.2 Stimuli selection

To avoid a lengthy experiment and given the similarity between some designs, we chose a subset of aesthetically appealing designs that represented a diverse range of aesthetic styles for our experiment. To facilitate this selection process, we first printed each of the 66 designs from Experiment 1 (Appx. G) using the default dataset on individual A4 paper sheets. Subsequently, we classified these designs based on
their distinguishing aesthetic characteristics. Some of these attributes included unique texture properties such as the use of a predominantly black background or overlapping icons. We also looked at the overall impression the design conveyed such as an appearance of regularity or a sense of calmness. While this classification process was inherently subjective, we made an effort to ensure a balanced representation of various aesthetic styles. After identifying different styles, we selected 24 designs we considered aesthetically pleasing; with four images representing each combination of chart type and texture type (see Tables 2–7).

### 5.3 Method

We employed a mixed design using the between-subjects variable chart type (bar, pie, map) and the within-subjects variable texture type (geometric, iconic). We randomly assigned participants to one chart type. We started the study by asking participants to complete a consent form and to provide their background information. We then gave them a brief explanation of the vibratory effect, and instructed them to focus only on the visual appearance of the charts. Subsequently, we asked them to evaluate a total of eight images, presented in two separate blocks: one containing geometric and the other iconic textures. Each block contained four images, with the block order and the images within them randomized. For each block, we asked participants to rate the aesthetics of each visualization using a 7-point Likert scale via the 5 items of the BeauVis scale [28] and added 1 item to assess the degree to which they perceived a vibratory effect. We included one attention check question in this section. Following the rating section, we asked participants to rank the four visualizations they had just evaluated based on their overall preference. In addition, we asked them to provide a rationale for their selection of the highest-ranking visualization.

### 5.4 Data analysis and interpretation

For each design, we computed the BeauVis score as the mean of the five BeauVis Likert items. We then calculated the average BeauVis and vibratory scores for each design across all participants. We also counted the number of times a design was ranked first for overall preference. For each chart type, we also computed the average BeauVis score for both the four geometric and the four iconic texture designs per participant. We report the sample means of BeauVis scores along with their 95% Bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs; 10,000 bootstrap iterations, indicating that we have 95% confidence that the calculated interval encompasses the population mean). We also first averaged the question on the vibratory effect across the four images per texture type, and then across all participants, and report the sample mean with its 95% CI. We present the CIs of the mean differences between two texture types for each chart type for BeauVis score and vibratory score.

In our analysis, we derive inferences from the graphically presented point estimates and interval estimates, thus eliminating the need for conducting significance tests or reporting p-values. As suggested in the literature [8, 9, 21–23], we interpret CIs as providing different levels of evidence for the population mean. To compare different techniques, we examine the CIs of mean differences. When the CI bar of the mean difference between two techniques does not intersect with 0, we can conclude that there is evidence of a difference between these two techniques, which is equivalent to the results being statistically significant in traditional p-value tests.

### 5.5 Results

We received 170 responses from Proliﬁc. After excluding those who failed our attention check question, we obtained 150 valid responses for our analysis (75 female, 75 male; ages: mean = 28.2, SD = 8.9; education: 87 Bachelor or equivalent, 27 Master’s or equivalent, 3 PhD or equivalent, 33 other). Among them, 53 participated in the bar condition, 44 in the pie condition, and 53 in the map condition.

Tables 2–7 show the BeauVis score (and its respective distribution), the number of times a design was ranked first, and the vibratory score for each design. While we calculated these scores primarily for selecting stimuli for our next experiment (Sec. 6), they can also provide insight into the general public’s opinion on each design.

| Table 2: BeauVis score with distribution, # ranked first (total: 53), and vibratory score for geom. bars BG1–4 (left–right: larger in Appx. G). |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| BeauVis (1–7) | ranked first | vibratory (1–7) |
| BG1 | 4.70 | 16 | 2.89 |
| BG2 | 4.45 | 20 | 3.00 |
| BG3 | 3.92 | 13 | 3.00 |
| BG4 | 3.84 | 4 | 5.13 |

| Table 3: BeauVis score with distribution, # ranked first (total: 53), and vibratory score for iconic bars BI1–4 (left–right: larger in Appx. G). |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| BeauVis (1–7) | ranked first | vibratory (1–7) |
| BI1 | 5.07 | 16 | 2.89 |
| BI2 | 4.71 | 13 | 2.02 |
| BI3 | 4.29 | 19 | 3.42 |
| BI4 | 3.79 | 5 | 2.92 |

Fig. 4: Aesthetics analysis: BeauVis score for each fill type for (a) bar charts, (b) pie charts, and (c) maps; (d)–(f) corresponding pairwise comparisons between the two fill types. Error bars are 95% Bootstrap confidence intervals (CIs).

Looking at the pairwise differences of the two texture types for each chart (Fig. 4 and 5), we only found evidence of a difference between iconic and geometric textures for maps where geometric textures were perceived as more aesthetically pleasing. Participants perceived iconic textures to have a lower vibratory effect than geometric textures across all three chart types. The average BeauVis scores were lowest for the iconic maps at just below average on the 7-point scale and hovered around or just above average for most other designs. The chart with the highest BeauVis score was an iconic bar chart with a rating of 5.07 on average. This finding is particularly intriguing, prompting us to delve deeper into the data to examine the distribution of BeauVis scores for each design, which we included as word-scale histogram visualizations [24] alongside the BeauVis scores in Tables 2–7. From these we see that, in each condition except for iconic maps, the highest average score one (located on the leftmost side of the table) all have a normal-like BeauVis score distribution, which means that people’s opinions are consistent. This consistency gives us confidence in utilizing the BeauVis score as a reliable reference indicator for selecting the most suitable texture within each condition to serve as stimuli. But we can also see that opinions diverge for designs that received lower average scores, such as BI3 and BI4. Notably, the BeauVis score distributions for PI3, PI4, and MI1 are uniform or even bimodal, suggesting that participants hold varying views about these designs. Therefore, textures with lower average scores should not be directly counted as bad since they may appeal to certain individuals, as also demonstrated by the fact that each chart was ranked as the top choice by some participants.
Table 4: BeauVis score with distribution, # ranked first (total: 44), and vibratory score for geometric pies PG1–4 (left–right; larger in Appx. G).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PG1</th>
<th>PG2</th>
<th>PG3</th>
<th>PG4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BeauVis (1–7) ranked first</td>
<td>4.95</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vibratory (1–7)</td>
<td>4.30</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: BeauVis score with distribution, # ranked first (total: 44), and vibratory score for iconic pies PI1–4 (left–right; larger in Appx. G).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PI1</th>
<th>PI2</th>
<th>PI3</th>
<th>PI4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BeauVis (1–7) ranked first</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>4.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vibratory (1–7)</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>3.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: BeauVis score with distribution, # ranked first (total: 53), and vibratory score for geometric maps MG1–4 (left–right; larger in Appx. G).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MG1</th>
<th>MG2</th>
<th>MG3</th>
<th>MG4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BeauVis (1–7) ranked first</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vibratory (1–7)</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>4.43</td>
<td>4.38</td>
<td>3.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: BeauVis score with distribution, # ranked first (total: 53), and vibratory score for iconic maps MI1–4 (left–right; larger in Appx. G).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MI1</th>
<th>MI2</th>
<th>MI3</th>
<th>MI4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BeauVis (1–7) ranked first</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vibratory (1–7)</td>
<td>2.81</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>3.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 EXPERIMENT 3: CHART READING

Beyond this feedback on visual appearance, however, it is also important to understand how the use of textures influences chart reading.

Lin et al. [39] found that employing semantically-resonant colors can improve performance in chart reading tasks, while Haroz et al. [26] found that pictographs do not significantly affect chart reading time. When we initially pre-registered this experiment, we assumed that iconic textures, like pictographs, would have no impact on chart reading speed. However, given the emphasis by experts in our Experiment 1 on the semantic association characteristic of iconic textures, we revised our hypothesis before beginning the experiment to that iconic textures may also enhance chart reading speed. Bertin [6, 7] proposed that geometric textures possess selective qualities, enabling them to assist viewers in distinguishing between categories. Consequently, we hypothesized that these textures may also have a positive influence on chart reading speed. With this in mind, we hypothesized (H1) that both iconic and geometric textures can lead to faster chart reading. Earlier studies, however, demonstrated that pictographs can improve engagement [26] and that people tend to find embellished charts more attractive than those without [5]. Interestingly, our previous experiment (Sec. 5) showed no evidence of a difference between geometric and iconic textures in terms of aesthetics for bar and pie charts. This contrast led us to questions whether the focus on participants’ first impressions in our prior study may be a factor. We thus decided to investigate if aesthetic preferences changed after actually using the visualizations and formulated our second hypothesis (H2) that iconic textures will be perceived as more aesthetically pleasing compared to geometric textures, after people have completed chart reading tasks.

To test our hypotheses, we conducted a third experiment to compare the most preferred geometric and iconic textures with respect to effectiveness, aesthetics, and readability. We limited the chart types to bar and pie charts as they are suitable for the chart reading tasks studied in previous research [26], and maps overall received a lower BeauVis score in our Experiment 2. Specifically, participants answered which one of two specific data values represented more or fewer items.

6.1 Participants

Following the sample size used in previous experiments [26, 39], we recruited 150 English-fluent, legal-age participants and compensated them at a rate of €10.20 per hour.

6.2 Texture selection

To select the best textures for bar and pie charts in this experiment, we considered their BeauVis scores and the number of times each was ranked first in Experiment 2. In instances where the BeauVis scores and ranking counts did not align, we took into account the vibratory effect scores for each image and the open responses to the strategy question. Only if the result remained inconclusive we prioritized the BeauVis score (for more details about the selection see Appx. D). This process resulted in the four designs we show in Fig. 1, and we added a light gray fill for bar and pie charts as a baseline.

6.3 Method

We used a mixed design with a between-subjects variable chart type (bar, pie) and a within-subjects variable fill type (geometric, iconic, unicolor). We also used two question types (more, fewer). At the beginning of the experiment, we asked participants to complete a consent form and to provide background information.

Inspired by the studies of Haroz et al. [26] and Lin et al. [39] who measured chart reading speed and accuracy, we asked each participant to complete 60 trials, consisting of 2 question types × 3 fill types × 10
We represented the targets as a vegetable name and an image, the question type condition. Altogether, we received 150 valid responses (67% bar, 83% pie), which we used for our analysis (74 female, 76 male; ages: mean = 28.0, SD = 8.1; education: 99 Bachelor or equivalent, 23 Master’s or equivalent, 1 PhD or equivalent, 27 other). We should have received 9000 valid experiment trials, but we lost data from 12 trials due to log file issues. Among the remaining 8988 trials, there were 125 timed-out trials. Table 9 in Appx. E shows the distribution of time-out trials.

6.5 Data analysis and interpretation

We calculated average correct rates, response times, readability, and BeauVis scores for each fill and chart type combination (e.g., geometric bars) across participants. We report sample means and pairwise mean differences of our three fill types with 95% CIs. We adjusted the CIs of pairwise differences using the Bonferroni correction to reduce the risk of type I errors when doing multiple comparisons simultaneously [30]. We interpret the results in the same way as in Experiment 2. (Sec. 5.4).

6.6 Results

We received 150 valid responses (67% bar, 83% pie), which we used for our analysis (74 female, 76 male; ages: mean = 28.0, SD = 8.1; education: 99 Bachelor or equivalent, 23 Master’s or equivalent, 1 PhD or equivalent, 27 other). We should have received 9000 valid experiment trials, but we lost data from 12 trials due to log file issues. Among the remaining 8988 trials, there were 125 timed-out trials. Table 9 in Appx. E shows the distribution of time-out trials.

Accuracy rate. Fig. 6 shows the mean values and pairwise comparisons of the accuracy rates for all fill types in bar and pie charts. All conditions yielded high average accuracy rates, exceeding 85%, much higher than the 50% correct rate for random guessing. Pairwise comparisons, shown in Fig. 6(c, d), reveal that for bar charts, unicolor and geometric textures outperform iconic textures, while for pie charts, unicolor surpasses both textures. We note, however, that the difference is quite small in practice (< 3.6%). After examining individual correct rates, we revised our pre-registered analysis plan of including all participants (see Appx. F) to only include the 86 participants who achieved > 90% overall accuracy (45% bar, 41% pie) for the following analysis, minimizing the effect of random guesses. We counted 2 trials recorded with correct answers but durations slightly over 5s as correct.

Response time. We only counted the response times of correct trials from the 86 participants to ensure the interpretability of our results. Fig. 7 shows the mean values and pairwise comparisons of response times for all fill types in bar and pie charts. The analysis of the pairwise differences shows that, for bar charts, we have evidence that both textures have a longer response time than unicolor. For pie charts, we see evidence that geometric textures have shorter response times than the other two fill types. There was no evidence of a difference for any other combination of fill types. Again, we note that the differences are minimal, within a range of < 255 ms.

Readability. Fig. 8 presents the mean values and pairwise comparisons of readability scores for all fill types for bar charts and pie charts, which we measured using a 7-point Likert item. For bar charts, the pairwise differences in Fig. 8(c) indicate that unicolor filling was considered more readable than the other two types; however, we have no evidence for a difference between the two textures. We observe a consistent trend across all three analyses (correct rate, response time, and readability) for bar charts, showing that unicolor outperforms geometric textures, which in turn outperform iconic textures. This trend aligns with the distribution of the number of timed-out trials. Regarding pie charts, the pairwise differences in Fig. 8(d) reveal no evidence of differences in readability among the three fill types.

Aesthetics. Fig. 9 displays the mean values and pairwise comparisons of the BeauVis score for all fill types separated by bar and pie.
charts. For bar charts, the pairwise differences in Fig. 9(c) reveal no evidence of a difference between either geometric or iconic textures and unicolor, although iconic textures were considered more aesthetically pleasing than geometric textures. For pie charts there was evidence suggests that both geometric and iconic textures were perceived as more aesthetically pleasing than unicolor; no evidence, however, supports a difference between geometric and iconic textures in terms of aesthetics.

Summary. Our results show that for bar charts, iconic textures performed worse than the other two types, resulting in more errors and slower responses. While geometric textures did not reduce accuracy, they did slow down response times. For bar charts our hypothesis H1 is thus incorrect, but, since geometric textures were perceived as less aesthetically pleasing than iconic textures, H2 is supported. For pie charts, the situation is reversed: geometric textures performed well, demonstrating faster response times and being considered more visually appealing than unicolor textures. There was also a trend towards higher readability for geometric textures. For pie charts, however, the iconic textures did not have a positive effect on chart reading effectiveness, supporting H1 only partially. Since there is no significant difference in aesthetics between geometric and iconic textures, H2 is not supported.

7 Discussion and Limitations

The results of Experiments 2 and 3 slightly deviated from our expectations, but the overall differences were marginal. In Experiment 2, the average BeauVis scores hovered around ‘neutral,’ with a range of opinions causing this median result. Experiment 3 saw the unicolored bar chart surpassing the two textures in terms of readability, time, and accuracy, but the differences were relatively minor (less than 3.6% in accuracy, and under 255ms in response time). Practically speaking, these differences may be too small to be substantial. In addition, the results from this simple test of Experiment 3 should not be over-generalized to broad conclusions that “textures reduce accuracy.” Since textures are considered to be as aesthetically pleasing as unicolor in bar charts, and even more aesthetically pleasing than unicolor in pie charts, the use of textures could be recommended for those who have a strong preference for aesthetics or specific needs to incorporate textures into their charts.

Our hypothesis in Experiment 3 about the effects of semantic association on textures, although failed, is still intriguing. Experiment 1 demonstrated that semantic association is a quality valued by experts, as they sought to achieve semantic association, not only for iconic textures but also for geometric ones. Interestingly, despite the evident semantic association of iconic textures, previous research on pictographs [17, 26] and our own experiment did not reveal any positive effects on chart reading speed like those observed with semantically resonant colors [39]. This may potentially be because icons can be distracting and thus increase reading difficulty. One visualization expert’s approach to using the overlapping of icons to abstract them is highly insightful, as it balances other expert strategies of retaining complete icons for their semantic association while simultaneously fading them into the background to prevent visual overload. This method reminded us of Escher’s tessellations with recognizable figures and suggests that exploring a middle ground between iconic and geometric textures may be a promising direction in texture design.

Our observed equal or slightly better performance of unicolor charts compared to textures may also be due to the fact that all charts we showed to participants were labeled. The associative quality of textures [6, 7] may have enticed participants to use pattern or icon association for finding the right items, while for unicolor charts the lack of any pattern forced participants to read the labels. This was possible in a fast way, in particular for the short, one-word items we used and the lack of “distraction” from textures. In situations where the labels are longer or where there is no possibility to have labels in the first place the situation may thus be more favorable for textured charts.

Finally, we want to acknowledge some limitations of our work. Especially Experiments 2 and 3 are based on specific instantiations of iconic and geometric textures and, as such, it is important not to make general claims for all possible textures of these two types. We also only focused on three basic chart types as we already noted. Textures have a much larger parameter space than color and are, as such, difficult to analyze comprehensively. We hope that our work will spark some interest in the community and that efforts in this space will continue.

8 Future Work

Establishing general design guidelines for textures would be extremely useful but will require more work in the community. Several factors influencing the utility of textures in visualizations warrant further exploration: Texture types: Testing an expanded range of texture variations, such as textures characterized by randomness or freeform polygons, could yield insightful findings. A tool that allows designers complete freedom to add textures to a prepared chart could also prove to be useful. Representation types: Texture application significantly varies based on the representation type, as mentioned by our expert participants. Despite numerous examples from Bertin, textured maps underperformed in Experiment 2 according to their lower BeauVis ratings. Thus, the investigation of distinct textures for various chart types—maps in particular—presents an exciting opportunity for future research. Texture discrimination: It would be interesting to study how many different categories can textures support. Examining the readability of textures at diverse sizes is also crucial. An automated tool warning users when their visualization design is incompatible with their data, especially when textures are indistinguishable, would be particularly beneficial. Task types: The effect of textures on a wider range of tasks, including those involving long-term memory or multiple category differentiation, should be analyzed. Specific user groups: Certain groups may benefit significantly from specific texture designs.

Moreover, several additional texture application scenarios merit exploration: Accessible visualization: Black-and-white textures can be easily printed physically or embossed and can be used in other contexts such as embroidery. Their impact on visually impaired individuals could yield valuable insights. Texture with color: Studying optimal use of black-and-white textures with colors for multivariate data representation is necessary. Data emphasis: Visual differences across textures may emphasize certain data points. To avoid that this happens unintentionally, we need to incorporate a design feedback loop. We can also potentially use this effect to our advantage. Could we craft textures specifically for pattern detection, or even to introduce bias?

9 Conclusion

So, where does this leave us now? On the one hand, we could not show substantial benefits of textures as a means of associating data representations to data items—akin to a null result. On the other hand, we also learned a lot and the textures did not really fare worse than the baseline. So in situations where color and/or labels are not available for some reason they are valid options for the design of visual representations. What particularly encourages us to continue is the enthusiasm expressed by some of the visualization experts we had approached. One, e.g., stated: “it’s been a fun morning for me. I wish all my mornings could start like this.” Another said “nice to see someone doing work on textures” and many expressed interest in the results. Some also saw the potential for visualization on alternative displays: “Please make e-ink visualization displays a thing! My tired eyes will thank you.” So, ultimately, the use of textures in visualization may be in the eye of the beholder—both textures specifically and visualization in general are not “just” a science but also an art.
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Appendix

In this appendix we provide additional tables, plots, and charts that show data beyond the material that we could include in the main paper due to space limitations or because it was not essential for explaining our approach.

A Default Geometric Texture Sets from Bertin

In Experiment 1 we included five default texture sets for geometric textures in our texture design interface (see Sec. 4.1 and Appx. C). We derived these sets, which we show in Fig. 10 below, from visualizations that we found in Bertin’s book [6, 7]. Bertin had originally employed these textures to represent nominal or ordinal data.

---

**Fig. 10:** The five texture sets (rows) we included in Experiment 1 as defaults, inspired by visualizations from Bertin’s book [6, 7].

---

B Used Icon Sets from and Inspired by Icon8.com

For Experiment 1 we chose two professionally designed, neutral, and stylized icon sets from Icon8.com [2] for our iconic textures to represent the vegetable items, as we show in the top two rows in Fig. 11 (one light one and the corresponding dark variant). In addition, we wanted to provided the participants with two corresponding simplified texture sets. As we did not find complete, matching sets on Icon8.com, we ourselves used the original, detailed icons and eliminated details and streamlined the outlines, as we show in the bottom two rows in Fig. 11. The only icon that we did not change is that for the mushroom, as there was no detail that we could reasonably remove. In total, in Experiment 1 we thus provided participants with four distinct icon sets (Fig. 11).

---

**Fig. 11:** Icon sets included in Experiment 1. The first and second rows of icons are collected from Icon8.com, the third and fourth rows of icons are simplified versions we created ourselves. The icons in the top two rows are © Icon8.com, used with permission.

---

C Additional Information on Experiment 1

Fig. 12 shows a screenshot of our web-based technology probe for creating visualizations using black-and-white textures by adjusting parameters via buttons and sliders. Fig. 13 shows an iconic pie chart with the default iconic texture on our web-based technology probe.

In Experiment 1, we applied the textures designed by participants for a specific chart type to two other chart types. We then asked the participants if they believed the textures still worked well with the other chart types. Table 8 shows the percentage of designs that participants considered to still work in each condition.

---

**Fig. 12:** Technology probe for designing a textures for used in charts, here shown for pie charts with geometric textures. The annotations point out the elements we discuss in Sec. 4.1.

---

**Fig. 13:** An iconic pie chart with the default iconic texture, being edited in the technology probe. Notice the slightly changed interface elements compared to Fig. 12; these changes were necessary to allow users to control the different texture type.
Table 8: Percent of designs that still worked for another chart type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>texture design applied to</th>
<th>bar</th>
<th>pie</th>
<th>map</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>geometric bar</td>
<td>57.1%</td>
<td>28.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iconic bar</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geometric pie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iconic pie</td>
<td>90.9%</td>
<td>81.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geometric map</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iconic map</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D Detailed Description of the Stimuli Selection Process for Experiment 3

For both geometric and iconic textures for pie charts, the texture with the highest BeauVis score and the highest number of being ranked first were consistent. We thus confidently selected these top 2 designs (PG1 in Table 4 resp. Fig. 34 and PI1 in Table 5 resp. Fig. 49). For iconic textures for bar charts, despite the BeauVis score and top-ranking frequency being inconsistent, the choice was clear. The most aesthetic design (BI1 in Table 3 resp. Fig. 27) had a much higher BeauVis score than the most frequently ranked first design (BI3, shown in Fig. 29), and their top-ranking frequencies were similar. In addition, the most aesthetic design received a significantly lower vibratory score, leading us to choose it as the best iconic texture for bar charts.

Selecting the geometric texture for bar charts, however, was challenging as we had to decide between the first (BG1, shown in Fig. 20) and second (BG2, shown in Fig. 21) designs (comparison in Table 2). BG1 had the highest BeauVis score (4.70), ranked first 16×, and a vibratory score of 3.83. BG2 had a BeauVis score of 4.45, ranked first 20× (the highest), and had a better vibratory score (3.66) than BG1. To make a decision, we conducted a qualitative coding analysis of the reasons participants provided for ranking these textures as their top choice. For BG1, the most frequently mentioned reasons were aesthetics (7×) and ease of distinction (5×), while for BG2 they were aesthetics (9×) and visual comfort (6×). Considering these reasons collectively and factoring in the lower vibratory score of BG2, we decided on BG2. Notably, due to technical issues, the texture in BG2 was slightly shifted in our previous experiment, suggesting that the original version might have received even higher ratings. We thus chose to use the originally designed version in this experiment.

E Additional Information on Experiment 3

Fig. 14 through 16 show three screenshots taken during a trial in Experiment 3, representing varying chart types, fill styles, and question categories. The target items are shown on the top left and top right, respectively, with their associated texture samples and with the question to be answered on the top in the middle.

Table 9 shows the distribution of time-out trials in the different conditions in Experiment 3.

Table 9: Number of trials per condition that timed out in Experiment 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>chart \ texture</th>
<th>geometric</th>
<th>iconic</th>
<th>unicolor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bar</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pie</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F Original Analysis in Experiment 3

Initially, we included all 150 responses in the analysis of response time, readability, and aesthetics, as pre-registered on the OSF platform. Later, in addition to our pre-registered analysis plan, we examined the individual accuracy rate per participant. We found 64 participants whose overall accuracy rate was below 90%. We decided to adjust our approach by excluding these low-accuracy participants to minimize the influence of chance performance (i.e., random guessing), because these low-accuracy participants may have largely guessed randomly. This is an additional exclusion criterion, in addition to the exclusion criteria outlined in our pre-registration. We now only counted the 86 participants who achieved a 90% overall accuracy threshold (45× bar, 41× pie). Note that there are two trials in our data where we recorded that the participants gave the correct answers, but their recorded response times were slightly above 5 seconds. The times for these two trials were 5.002 and 5.006 seconds, respectively, which should be timed out. We speculate that this situation occurred because, due to network latency, the page did not redirect in time, allowing the participants the opportunity to input their answers, which were then recorded. Given that we know that these two trials are correct, and that the differences between their duration and the 5-second threshold were minimal, we still counted them as correct trials when calculating the accuracy rate.
In addition, we note that in our pre-registration we decided to remove “incomplete responses” from our analysis in Experiment 3. With this wording we intended to refer to those participants who did not complete our experiment; i.e., those who quit the experiment midway and did not reach the last page (and we indeed excluded those participants). Another interpretation of our wording could have been to refer to participants with missing trials due to the log file issue (we lost 12 trials out of 9,000 trials), which is what we did not intend to mean. So ultimately we did not remove the 6 participants with missing trials (4 missed 1 trial, 1 missed 2 trials, and 1 missed 6 trials), because these comparatively few missing trials do not affect other trials.

Below we present Fig. 17–19, which show the results of our original analysis (i.e., as pre-registered). We also discuss the difference observed in the refined analysis as compared to the original analysis.

F.1 Response time

We initially included all participants and counted both their correct and incorrect trials. We removed the few timed-out trials (< 1.5%) as we could not estimate whether a person was distracted or how much more time they would have needed. Fig. 17 presents mean response times and pairwise comparisons for all fill types in bar and pie charts from the original analysis (as pre-registered). The pairwise differences indicate that, for bar charts, we have evidence that iconic textures have a longer response time than the other two fill types. For pie charts, we have evidence that geometric textures have shorter response times than the other two fill types. No other combination of fill types showed an evident difference. In addition, all these differences were minimal, within a range of < 230 ms.

Later, we improved our analysis approach, as previously mentioned. In addition, for response time analysis specifically, we only counted the correct trials. This exclusion is necessary due to the difficulty in interpreting the speed of incorrect responses, and because averaging the response times of both correct and incorrect trials does not logically make sense. So, in our adjusted approach we now analyze the response times of correct trials from the 86 high-accuracy participants, excluding both incorrect and timed-out trials.

Fig. 7 presents the mean response times and pairwise comparisons for all fill types, as represented in both bar and pie charts, from our refined analysis. A detailed explanation of these results can be found in Sec. 6.6 in the main paper. In summary, the only change in our findings is the observed evidence of longer response times for geometric textures compared to unicolor fill in bar charts, a difference that was not evident in our original analysis. All other results remained consistent, and the outcomes for both of our hypotheses were unaffected. The differences in response times across the three fill types remained minimal, within a range of < 255 ms, thereby also maintaining our overall conclusion.

F.2 Readability

In Fig. 18 we present the mean readability scores, along with pairwise comparisons, for all fill types in both bar and pie charts from the original analysis (as pre-registered). There is no change in the results between the original (pre-registered) and the refined analysis.

F.3 Aesthetics

Fig. 19 presents mean BeauVis scores and pairwise comparisons for all fill types in bar and pie charts from the original analysis (as pre-registered). The only difference in the results is that in the original analysis, from pairwise differences (Fig. 19(c)), we see evidence suggesting that geometric textures are considered to be less aesthetically pleasing than unicolor fill for bar charts. Pairwise differences of bar charts from the refined analysis (Fig. 9(c)), however, reveal no evidence of difference between geometric textures and unicolor fill with respect to whether they are considered to be aesthetically pleasing or not. Because geometric textures are still considered by participants to be less aesthetically pleasing than iconic textures for bar charts, however, the refined analysis does not change our result of the related hypothesis (H2), nor does it affect our overall conclusion.

G All Designs Generated by the Visualization Experts in Experiment 1

In Fig. 20–85 we show the 66 designs we collected from 30 visualization designers in Experiment 1. The collection comprises 14 bar charts (Fig. 20–33), 30 pie charts (Fig. 34–63), and 22 maps (Fig. 64–85).

We include all these images (here and also the images in the main paper such as the teaser (Fig. 1) and Tables 2–7) as pixel images on purpose because the SVG vector version relies on tiled texture samples, which—when converted to PDF for the inclusion in the paper—lead to unfortunate errors in the display in all PDF readers we tested. Likely this effect is due to numeric issues that affect the exact positions where the texture tiles meet. Nonetheless, you can find the original SVG images in our OSF repository at osf.io/n5zut and you can look at them with a browser such as Chrome, Microsoft Edge, or Firefox.
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Fig. 20: A geometric textured bar chart design (BG1) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the first image in Table 2.

Fig. 21: A geometric textured bar chart design (BG2) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the second image in Table 2.

Fig. 22: A geometric textured bar chart design (BG3) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the third image in Table 2.

Fig. 23: A geometric textured bar chart design (BG4) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the fourth image in Table 2.

Fig. 24: A geometric textured bar chart design (BG5) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 25: A geometric textured bar chart design (BG6) collected in our Experiment 1.
Fig. 26: A geometric textured bar chart design (BG7) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 27: An iconic textured bar chart design (BI1) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the first image in Table 3.

Fig. 28: An iconic textured bar chart design (BI2) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the second image in Table 3.

Fig. 29: An iconic textured bar chart design (BI3) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the third image in Table 3.

Fig. 30: An iconic textured bar chart design (BI4) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the fourth image in Table 3.

Fig. 31: An iconic textured bar chart design (BI5) collected in our Experiment 1.
Fig. 32: An iconic textured bar chart design (BI6) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 33: An iconic textured bar chart design (BI7) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 34: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG1) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the first image in Table 4.

Fig. 35: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG2) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the second image in Table 4.

Fig. 36: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG3) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the third image in Table 4.

Fig. 37: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG4) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the fourth image in Table 4.
Fig. 38: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG5) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 39: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG6) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 40: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG7) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 41: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG8) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 42: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG9) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 43: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG10) collected in our Experiment 1.
Fig. 44: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG11) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 45: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG12) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 46: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG13) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 47: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG14) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 48: An geometric textured pie chart design (PG15) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 49: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI1) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the first image in Table 5.
Fig. 50: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI2) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the second image in Table 5.

Fig. 51: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI3) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the third image in Table 5.

Fig. 52: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI4) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the fourth image in Table 5.

Fig. 53: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI5) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 54: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI6) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 55: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI7) collected in our Experiment 1.
Fig. 56: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI8) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 57: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI9) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 58: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI10) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 59: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI11) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 60: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI12) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 61: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI13) collected in our Experiment 1.
Fig. 62: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI14) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 63: An iconic textured pie chart design (PI15) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 64: An geometric textured map design (MG1) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the first image in Table 6.

Fig. 65: An geometric textured map design (MG2) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the second image in Table 6.

Fig. 66: An geometric textured map design (MG3) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the third image in Table 6.

Fig. 67: An geometric textured map design (MG4) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the fourth image in Table 6.
Fig. 68: A geometric textured map design (MG5) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 69: A geometric textured map design (MG6) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 70: A geometric textured map design (MG7) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 71: A geometric textured map design (MG8) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 72: A geometric textured map design (MG9) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 73: A geometric textured map design (MG10) collected in our Experiment 1.
Fig. 74: An geometric textured map design (MG11) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 75: An iconic textured map design (MI1) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the first image in Table 7.

Fig. 76: An iconic textured map design (MI2) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the second image in Table 7.

Fig. 77: An iconic textured map design (MI3) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the third image in Table 7.

Fig. 78: An iconic textured map design (MI4) collected in our Experiment 1. This is a larger version of the fourth image in Table 7.

Fig. 79: An iconic textured map design (MI5) collected in our Experiment 1.
Fig. 80: An iconic textured map design (MI6) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 81: An iconic textured map design (MI7) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 82: An iconic textured map design (MI8) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 83: An iconic textured map design (MI9) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 84: An iconic textured map design (MI10) collected in our Experiment 1.

Fig. 85: An iconic textured map design (MI11) collected in our Experiment 1.